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Charge State of the Globular Histone Core Controls Stability
of the N ucleosome
Andrew T. Fenley,t David A. Adams, § and Alexey V. Onufrievt=l=*
toepartment of Physics and ;Computer Science, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia; and §Department of Physics,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

ABSTRACT Presented here is a quantitative model of the wrapping and unwrapping of the DNA around the histone core of the
nucleosome that suggests a mechanism by which this transition can be controlled: alteration of the charge state of the globular
histone core. The mechanism is relevant to several classes of posttranslational modifications such as histone acetylation and
phosphorylation; several specific scenarios consistent with recent in vivo experiments are considered. The model integrates
a description based on an idealized geometry with one based on the atomistic structure of the nucleosome, and the model
consistently accounts for both the electrostatic and nonelectrostatic contributions to the nucleosome free energy. Under p hysiological conditions, isolated nucleosomes are predicted to be very stable (38 ± 7 kcal/mol). However, a decrease in the charge
of the globular histone core by one unit charge, for example due to acetylation of a single lysine residue, can lead to a significant
decrease in the strength of association with its DNA. In contrast to the globular histone core, comparable changes in the charge
state of the histone tail regions have relatively little effect on the nucleosome's stability. The combi nation of high stability and
sensitivity explains how the nucleosome is able to satisfy the seemingly contradictory requi rements for thermodynamic stability
while allowing quick access to its DNA informational content when needed by specific cellular processes such as transcription.

INTRODUCTION
The important role of chromatin organization in key cellular
processes such as DNA replication, repair, transcription, and
epigenetic inheritance (i.e., inheritance that is not coded
by the DNA sequence), is now well recognized (1).
The principle component for DNA compaction in eukaryotic organisms is the nucleosome which consists of
146-147 basepairs of DNA wrapped "" 1.75 superhelical
turns around a roughly cylindrical core of eight histone
proteins (2,3) (Fig. 1).
The nucleosome in vivo has two competing properties:
it must be highly stable, preserving its unique spatial structure, while simultaneously allowing for easy retrieval of the
DNA's information content when needed by the cell. Modulation of the nucleosom e's stability is implicated as
a mediator of chromatin function (1 ,4- 6). However, the
underlying principles that govern the stability of the system
in vivo remain unclear.
A great variety of reversible structural modifications to
the components of chromatin are known to occur, such as
acetylation, methylation, or phosphorylation of specific
amino acids of the histone proteins. However, to our knowledge, it is still a mystery as to which types of modifications
are the most important for the intrinsic stability of the nucleosome. Until very recently, experimental research foc used
exclusively on modifications in the histone tail regions
(Fig. 1). However, evidence is now mounting that these
modifications, although likely to be important for the
compaction of higher level chromatin structures (7), may
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have relatively little effect on the nucleosom e's stability
(2,8- 10). Conversely, the role of the globular histone core
(GHC) (shown as the blue region in Fig. 1), which was
once believed to be limited to guiding the DNA folds,
clearly needs reassessment. A number of posttranslational
modifications (PTMs) in this region have recently been
discovered ( 4,11 ). Their associated biological functions
have so far been investigated in only a handful of cases
(12- 20). There is a pressing need for a clear quantitative
understanding of the relative roles of the various histone
regions in controlling the nucleosome's stability (21) .
However, presently developing such a detailed understanding is difficult. A large part of the difficulty is that
no unifying quantitative, causal model exists that connects
PTMs with the stability of the nucleosome. As the amount
of diverse data on PTMs will undoubtedly increase, the
absence of such a unifying model could hamper progress
toward development of a detailed understanding of the
nucleosome dynamics and its connection with the biological
function. In the long term, such a model might serve as
a conceptual centerpiece for building a larger framework
for understanding the much more complex structuredynamics-function relationships in chromatin (4).
Here we describe the construction, validation, and predictions of a model that provides a quantitative and causal
connection between the nucleosom e's stability and a class
of PTMs that directly affect the charge of the histones
(such as acetylation or phosphorylation). We show how
the model can help us gain insights into key structure-function relationships in the nucleosome. Our guiding principle
is that the underlying physics behind some of the robust
mechanisms that control the stability of the nucleosome
doi: 10.1 016/j.bpj.2010.06 .046
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with quantitative free energy estimates of the effects of

a wide class of charge-altering PTMs in both the globular
core and tail regions. To our knowledge, these insights and
predictions are, as yet, unavailable experimentally, and
should be useful for rationalizing and guiding the experiment.
METHODS
FIGURE 1 (Color online) (Left) The atomic-resolution x-ray structure of
an isolated nucleosome (2,3) used here as the basis for the fine-grained
representation of the system. The molecular surface is shown. (Ret!)
DNA (Blue) Globular histone core. The histone proteins, H2A, H2B, H3,
and H4, are either part of two dimers (H2A-H2B) or one tetramer
(H3-H4)2. We use a previous definition (8) of the globular histone core
which includes residues 13-119 of H2A, 24-122 of H2B, 27-135 of H3,
and 20-102 of H4. (Green) Histone tail regions. The wrapped DNA covers
almost all of the side surface of the globular histone core, with the tails
primarily protruding into the solvent. (Right) The coarse-grained representation of the isolated nucleosome. The DNA is represented as a smooth
concentric cylinder surrounding the globular histone core. The left image
was created using the VMD software package (80) with the Tachyon
renderer (81).

in vivo can be revealed by in vitro experiments in conjunction with carefully crafted theoretical models.
Experiments have implicated electrostatic interactions to
be the dominant factor that controls the nucleosome's
overall stability, which is consistent with the highly charged
nature of both the histone core and the DNA. Several physical-chemical experiments have studied the response of the
nucleosome to changes in parameters (e.g., salt and pH) that
directly affect the strength of electrostatic interactions
(22-36). The results of these experiments provide the critical advantage of validating a model based on the electrostatic interactions in the nucleosome against the diverse
quantitative experimental data accumulated over almost
three decades.
Several physics-based models focusing on various aspects
of the nucleosome's dynamics have become available
recently. These models can be roughly divided into two
broad categories according to the level of approximation
used to represent the nucleosome's structure. Coarse-grain
models based on highly idealized geometries (37-45)
drastically simplify the electrostatic problem that needs to
be solved, which greatly facilitates the investigation of the
phase diagram and various parameter regimes of the system.
The more complex, fine-grain models are based on the
detailed molecular geometry of the nucleosome (46) and
are more restrictive in this sense, but they provide a greater
degree of physical realism.
A unique feature of our approach is that it uses a hybrid
model in which an analytically solvable, coarse-grain model
based on an idealized geometry structure of the nucleosome is
integrated with a fine-grain numerical model based on its
fully atomistic description. The model yields qualitative
insights into the physics of nucleosome stability combined
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1577-1585

The section describes the key methods and computational procedures;
however, extra details, including the derivations, numerical constants
used, and dimensions of the nucleosome, are presented in the Supporting
Material.

Model based on idealized geometry
We represent thenucleosome as a two-state system: the wrapped state in which
the DNA is fully wrapped around the histone core, and the unwrapped state
with the DNA completely separated from the histone core (Fig. 2). Experimental evidence suggests that transitions in the nucleosome induced by
altering the charge-charge interactions are indeed two-state, at least when
effected through changes in ionic strength of the environment in the physiologically relevant range (22) in vitro. Although in vivo conformational transitions
in the system may be more complex, we show that our main conclusion-the
biologically relevant strong dependence of the nucleosome's stability on the
charge of its GHC-is robust to the assumptions of the model.
The geometry and the associated surface charge distributions for the
coarse-grained model are shown in Fig. 2. All charges are assumed
uniformly distributed on the respective surfaces. The values used for all
the input parameters (see Supporting Material) come from the experiment
or previously used and accepted values in theoretical calculations
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FIGURE 2 (Color online) The two states of the nucleosome in the idealized geometry model: the fully wrapped nucleosome core particle and the
globular histone core plus free DNA The computed stability, t.G, corresponds to the unwrapped state-+ wrapped state transition (Large dashed
arrows pointing from top to bottom). (A) The charge distribution of the
idealized geometry model. For all cylinders, the total charge is urtiforrnly
distributed on the side surface; the top and bottom surfaces are excluded.
The labels Qc, QDl, and QD correspond to the total charge of the globular
histone core, the charge of the DNA not exposed to the solvent, and the
total charge of the DNA (B) The potentials and geometric dimensions
used in the model. The labels RN, LN> Rc, Lc, RD, and LD correspond to
the radii and lengths of the nucleosome, histone core, and DNA, respectively. The value ¢ 1 specifies the potential at the external surface of the
nucleosome. The value ¢n is the potential at the interface between the
histone core and DNA. The value ¢m represents the potential at the external
surface of the histone core, and the value ¢ 1v is the potential at the external
surface of the unwrapped DNA See Eqs. 6-9 for the exact forms of these
potentials.
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(2,45,47-49). In particular, the fraction of the DNA charge exposed to the
solvent is determined by the actual geometry of t he nucleosome core
particle (NCP), from its atomic-resolution structure.

water (54,55). Thus, the potentials at the surface of the various cylinders
defined in Fig . 2 are
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where E(r) is the position-dependent dielectric constant, and the electrostatic screening effects of monovalent salt enter via the Debye-H\ickel
screening parameter K.
The electrostatic free energy of building a given charge distribution
within the linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory is given by (50)
3
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We used the Linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (LPBE) to compute the
electrostatic potential <jJ(r) produced by a molecular charge distribution p(r),
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For the uniform surface charge distributions present in our model, Eq. 2
reduces to

W =

~1>(R),

(8)

where <jJ(R) is the potential at the given surface charge, and Q is the total
charge that is uniformly distributed on the surface.
The wrapped state has one cylinder, the NCP, containing two surface
charges, and we refer to the electrostatic free energy of this state as
Wwrapped· However, the unwrapped state contains two independent cylinders, the GHC and the free DNA, each with a surface charge. The combined
electrostatic free energy of the GHC and the free DNA is referred to as
Wnnwrapped· Using the notation of Fig . 2, the electrostatic free energy of
the NCP folding,
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To obtain a closed form expression for ll.Gelectro• we approximate all <jJ(R)
values by the exact infinite cylinder solutions of the LPBE. The electrostatic
potential at the exterior surface, </Jex1(R), of an infinitely long cylinder of
radius R in a solvent with monovalent salt is (51 ,52)
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where K 0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind, E001 is set
to 80 for water, Q i s the total charge on the surface of the cylinder, and Lis
the length of the cylinder. We expand upon Eq. 4 by incorporating ion
exclusion effects with a standard Stem radius b by R ---> R + b (53) for
any surfaces exposed to the solvent.
The values of the potential at three of the four charged surfaces are determined by Eq. 4 . The other charged surface is inside the concentric cylinder
of the wrapped state and has the following form for the potential,

1>rn,(R) =

2Q
EmL

!n(R)

+ C,

(5)

where Cis a constant, and f; n is set to 15 to account for the water trapped
between the two wrapped helices of DNA being more ordered than fr ee

Equation 10 is the main result of the derivation and serves as the foundation
for the results discussed below. The first two terms in Eq. 10 correspond to
the wrapped state and the l ast two terms correspond to the unwrapped state
of the nucleosom e. The critical term with respect to a dependence on the
charge state of the GHC is the one proportional to the total charge at the
2
interface between the GHC and DNA, (Qc + QD1) 1f;n· Implications
on how this term affects the nucleosome's stability are discussed below
and in the Supporting M aterial.
The approximation of using t he infinite cylinder solutions for finit e cylinders is limited to ionic strengths such that the associated Debye l ength is
l ess than that of the shortest object. The shortest length-scale associated
with the model is the l ength of the nucleosome, LN = 57 A, which corresponds to a monovalent salt concentration of -0.0028 M . For lower salt
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concentrations, we can only expect general qualitative trends to be correct.
The low-salt and high-salt limits for Eq. 10 are discussed in the Supporting
Material .
The full atomistic structure of the nucleosome, PDB ID 1KX5 (3), with
only the residues forming the GHC (Fig. 1, left panel), was used to compute
the parameters of the model. We excluded the tails because they have little
effect on the stability of individual nucleosomes (2). We estimated the nucleosome's total charge state by the charge states of the ionizable amino acids
within the GHC at pH 7.5 which is appropriate for the nucleus (56), via
the H++ server (57,58), which employs the standard continuum electrostatics methodology for determining the pK values of amino-acid residues
(59).
For DNA, the electrostatic free energies computed with the LPBE are in
a reasonable agreement with the full nonlinear PB equation-the associated
relative errors are expected to be a few percent (53) in the most relevant
ionic strength regime KRD ::C: 1, where RD -10 A is the DNA radius
(45,4 8). The LPBE was also successfully used in the past to describe
DNA's A---+ Z transition (51 ). Our calculations also agreed with previous
experiment and theory in a similar context in the low-salt limit of Eq. 10
((60-63) and see this article's Supporting Material). Furthermore, significant approximations were already made in the conversion from the full
atomistic model to an idealized geometry model of the nucleo some, and
there was an inherent uncertainty of at least 10% (49) in the DNA radius,
which corresponded to a ±7kcal/mol uncertainty in the calculated stability
of the nucleosome; thus, we did not see a clear justification for the use of the
nonlinear PB equation within our model.

Nonelectrostatic contribution
In addition to thenonelectrostatic component of the DNA elastic energy, t..Gncn
includes the free energy of binding between the DNA strands and the GHC. The
size and complexity of the nucleosome make a first-principles calculation of the
nonelectrostatic contributions (t..Gnonl impractical (64). We instead estimate
t..Gnon from the experimentally known midpoint of the salt-induced wrapping
transition (t..G(Kret) = 0) (22). A similar approach previously l ed to
correct quantitative predictions in the context of the pH dependence of protein
stability (65) . This method assumes that all nonelectrostatic contributions lack
salt dependence, which allows us to write t..G(K) = t..Gelectro(K) + t..Gnon
and solve for t..G..,n, t..Gncn = - t..Gelectro(K,f) . From experiment, Kref =
0.294 (at 0.8 M[NaO]) (22,66), which gives t..G..,n = +68.5 kcal/ mol.
Incorporating the difference between the nucleosome density in vitro and
in vivo (67) leads to a modest correction, "" + 3 .7 kcal/ mol to t..Gnon (see
Suppo rting Material).

Fenley et al.
TABLE 1 The destabilization (~~G) of the nucleosome due to
selective acetylation (neutralization) of each of the two lysines
in the globular histone core and in the tails
Acetylated lysines

Destabilization t..t..G (kcal/mol)

( 1) Core H3K56
(2) Core H4K91
(3) Tail H2BK5
(4) Tail H3K4

8.7
7.2
1.8
0.07

The t..t..G values are computed based on the full atomic level structure of
the nucleosome using the numerical Poisson-Boltzmann solver. The labels
from 1 to 4 are the same as in Fig . 4.
tion set to 145 mM with an ion radius of 2.0 A. The boundary between the
two dielectrics was set to be the molecular surface as determined by a probe
radius of 1.4 A. The grid spacing of 0.75 Awith 4803 grid points was used.
We also verified that the use of the nonlinear solver, with the same settings
as used with the linear solver, does not affect our key conclusions.
Specifically, the relative effect on t..t..G due to the acetylation of residues
in the GHC versus residues in the tails sh own in Table 1 is preserved.
In Tabl e 1, the largest t..t..G from the core comes from the acetylation
of H3K56, and the largest t..t..G from the tails comes from the acetylation
of H2BK5. The nonlinear solver shows 93% agreement to the linear solver
when comparing the ratio (core versus tail) of these two t..t..Gs. Similarly,
when comparing the ratio (core versus tail) of the other two residues,
H4K91 and H3K4, the nonlinear solver shows 65% agreement with the
linear solver. The values from the nonlinear solver can be found in
Table S2 of the Supporting Material.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We compute the free energy associated with the wrapping
and unwrapping transition of the DNA from the globular
histone core (GHC). Our self-consistent estimates are based
on two distinct representations of the nucleosom e structure
(see Methods). The coarse-grain representation is based on
an idealized geom etry in which the nucleosome and its
wrapped DNA are represented as coaxial cylinders of appropriate dimensions (see Fig. 2) while the fine-grain model
corresponds to the full atomic resolution structure of the
nucleosome (see Fig. 1).

Model based on full atom-level structure
We represented the wrapped state with the full (including the tails) atomic
structure ofthe nucleosome (see Fig. 1, left panel) ; protonation states of the
ionizable residues are set using the m ethodology specified above. The unwrapped state was represented by the same structure with the DNA
removed; the free DNA conformation in the unwrapped state does not affect
t..t..G as defined below.
A numerical solver for Eq. 1, APBS (68), was employed to compute
changes in the nucleosome' s stability, t..t..G, due to changes in charge states
of the histones. We referred to the total free energy of the state without any
modifications to the GHC charge as t..G(native). Any states where PTMs,
e .g., acetylation, w ere applied have an associated total free energy of t..G
(PTM) . We defined t..t..G = t..G(PTM) - t..G(native), and computed this
quantity for the acetyl ation of a sel ect number of lysines shown in Table 1.
We assumed that the effect of the PTMs on t..Gnon was negligible compared
to its effect on t..Gclectro. so that 1:!,./:!,.G "" t..Gekctro(PTM) - t..Gele<:tro(native).
Because there are two copies of each histone protein in the core, we applied
the PTMs in pairs, e.g., acetylation of K56 on both H 3 histones.
APBS was used with the following parameters: the internal diel ectric
set to 4, the external dielectric set to 80, and the monovalent salt concentra-
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The physics of the nucleosome
wrapping/unwrapping
In Fig. 3, we present the calculated stability phase diagram of
the nucleosome with respect to the two most commonly used
variables in experiments that study the nucleosome 's stability
in vitro- the salt concentration of the solution and the total
charge of the GHC. Remarkably, we observe that all of the
trends where a phase boundary is crossed or approached
(shown as red arrows) agree quantitatively or at least semiquantitatively with experiment ((22,24- 26,29- 32), and see
Supporting Material for details). The horizontal red arrows
show that in either direction of salt change, the wrapped state
destabilizes. The vertical red arrow shows that an increase in
core charge initially increases the stability of the wrapped
state but then destabilizes the system. The observation that
is perhaps the most relevant to biology is that even a slight
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magnitude of the GHC ch arge increases, the destabilizing
energy associated with the trapped field rapidly builds up
in the low dielectric bulk of the DNA, eventually overwhelming other stabilizing contributions to ac and thus
driving the system towards the unwrapped state.)

!150.

g, 140.

Implications to the nucleosome's stability control
in vivo
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~
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FIGURE 3 (Color online) Phase diagram of the nucleosome two-state
system as a function of globular histone core charge and monovalent salt
concentration of the surrounding solution. The interior region represents
the wrapped state, !!.G < 0. The darker the interior region, the more stable
the system is. The exterior region represents the unwrapped state, !!.G > 0.
The darker the exterior region, the more unstable the system is. (White
band) Interface between the two states is defined as I!!.GI < 5 kcal/mol.
(dot, lower region of the graph) Physiological conditions at which the predicted stability of the nucleosome is !!.G = -38 ± 7 kcal/mol. (dashed
arrows) Predicted trends that agree with experiment as conditions are
changed from the physiological conditions.

decrease of the GHC charge from its physiologi cal value
should generally destabilize the nucleosome (see Fig. 3).
The physical origin of this effect is primarily in the destabilizing free energy of the electri c field trapped inside the low
dielectric bulk ofthe DNA; it is revealed by the analysis of the
analytical expressions for .:lGelectro available within the idealized geometry model (see the Supporting Material). Essentially, a large portion of the electric field flux from the
GHC goes through the low dielectric environment of the
DNA wrapped around the histone core. At physiological
conditions, the charge of the GHC is such that this flux is
(nearly) canceled by the opposite field due to the charge on
the surface of the DNA in contact with the core. The existence
of this strong trapped fi eld is the consequence of the p eculiar
topology of the wrapped conformation (Fig. 1), and will be
absent from any model that treats DNA as a zero-thickness
thread.
Specifically, a decrease in the GHC charge increases the
destabilizing energy associated with the trapped field and
reduces the natural electrostatic attraction between the
nucleosomal DNA and histone core. This synergistic effect
is what amplifies the nucleosome's sensitivity to slight
decreases in the total GHC ch arge. The fundamental question of h ow this effect may be used for precise control of
the nucleosome's stability is discussed below. (Note that
the trapped field effect is also responsible for the counterintuitive decrease in the nucleosome's stability when a large
increase in the GHC charge occurs; see Fig. 1. As the

Predictions of the m odel immediately suggest how the
nucleosome's stability-versus-DNA ac cessibility dilemma
may be resolved by the nuc leosome and suggest specific
mechanisms for biologically r elevant control of the stability
of the nucleosome. At physiological conditions, our
model predicts the absolute stability, I.:lGI, of a single isolated nucleosome to full unwrapping of its DNA to be
38 ± 7 kcal/mol which lies within experimental rough estimates for the upper and lower bounds of l.:lGI (34,69- 71) .
However, the system lies very close to the phase boundary
between the wrapped state and unwrapped state (Fig . 3) .
The borderline p osition of the system means that small variations of the proper control parameters can significantly
loosen the structure, or unwrap it completely if n eeded for
a specific biological function. Our model provides insights
into how this control can be effected.
As can be seen from the phase diagram, the monovalent
salt concentration is unlikely to b e used by the cell in vivo
to control the stabi lity of the nucleosom e-the phase
boundary along the salt axis is almost flat. The changes
in [NaCl] that would have to occur in the nucleus during
the cell cycle for this kind of stability control would be
10-fold, which is biologically unreason able. Although the
addition of multivalent ions could shorten the boundary
along the salt axis, the analysis of their effects on the nucleosome's stability is b eyond the scop e of this work. Regardless, these effects of changin g i onic stren gth are inherently
nonlocal; generic changes in equilibrium ionic stren gth
cannot be confined to individual nucleosomes.
Globular histone core charge as stability control parameter

In contrast to ionic strength m odulations, change in the
GHC charge offers a p ossibility to exert selective control
over the stability of an individual nucleosome. Notice that
within our model, .:lG is very sensitive to changes in the
GHC charge (Fig. 3): according to our calcu lations based
on the idealized geometry m odel, a change in one unit
ch arge can cause a -15 k cal/mol change in the stability of
the nucleosome at physiological conditions. Therefore, a
decrease of the GHC charge by only a few unit charges
can cause a complete unwrappin g of the DNA. A careful
analysis of the analytical model (see Supporting Material)
sh ows that the system owes its extrem e sensitivity to
changes in the charge of the GHC to the same destabilizin g
effect of the trapp ed field described above, which increases
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1577-158 5
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rapidly as the system moves away from the physiological
conditions. In fact, among the many contributions to the
derivative of the total free energy with respect to the GHC
charge, the main contribution comes from the trapped field
term unique to the wrapped state of the nucleosome. Thus,
as long as the unwrapped state(s) break the unique topology
of the wrapped state in which the DNA fully encloses the
histone core on the sides, we can still expect l::iG to be sensitive to the GHC charge. This is why the two-state assumption made in this work may not be entirely necessary for
its main result. See a detailed discussion in the Supporting
Material.
Application to histone acetylation: core versus tails

The analytical solutions based on an idealized geometry
model of the nucleosome have given us valuable insights
into the physics of the nucleosome's stability. In what
follows, we verify our key conclusions using the full
atomic resolution structure of the nucleosome in conjunction with accurate numerical solutions of the PoissonBoltzmann equation (see Methods). The goal is to mimic
histone acetylation experiments and compute the effect of
the charge change in the GHC on the nucleosome's
stability. To this end, we purposely selected a set of four
pairs of lysine residues that have known biological significance and are located in very different regions within the
nucleosome (Fig. 4). To mimic acetylation, we neutralize
each of the selected lysines by changing its charge distribution accordingly (72) (the overall charge changes from + 1
to 0 (see Supporting Material) and compute the relative
impact of the change on the stability of the nucleosome,
estimated as 1::1/::iG per neutralized lysine (see Methods).
(Within the idealized model, the acetylation of any pairs
of residues is mapped to one and the same location in
Fig. 3: two charges down from the dot representing
in vivo conditions.) These impacts are qualitatively illustrated in Fig. 4; the numerical 1::1/::iG estimates are provided
in Table 1.
We note that the analytical coarse-grained model should
not be expected to yield highly accurate quantitative estimates of the 1::1/::iG value associated with specific GHC
residues because the dependence on their relative location
inside the GHC is not accounted for within this model,
which is its main limitation. The model predicts the
(1::1/::iG = 30.8 kcal/mol) for acetylation of any pair of
residues inside the globular histone core and zero for any
tail residue. What is important, however, is that the key
prediction holds-the system is sensitive to small changes
in the GHC charge, regardless of the precise location of
the change. This is in contrast to the minimal effect the
tail charges are predicted to have on the nucleosome's
stability, and is in agreement with the experimental observations discussed above (8). The physics behind the difference
is simple: the tail charges lie in the high dielectric solvent,
outside of the DNA shell wrapped around the core.
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1577-1585

FIGURE 4 (Color online) The location of each of the acetyl ated (neutralized) lysine residues and its relative impact on nucleosome's stability, t.t.G.
The relative intensity of the residue color roughly corresponds to t he
computed t.t.G values shown in Table 1: t he darker the color, the stronger
the effect. Each lysine pair is labeled from 1 to 4 as in Table 1 for the ease of
identification. This image was created using the VMD software package
(80) with the Tachyon renderer (81).

Specific predictions and examples

Targeted acetylation oflysines or phosphorylation of serines
or threonines within the GHC is one way to decrease its
charge with minimal disruption to the overall nucleosome
structure. For example, consider a situation when loosening
of the nucleosome structure is required for a specific biological process, such as transcription (or initiation of it). Within
our model, the latter will be facilitated by acetylation of
GHC lysines. And vice versa: deacetylation of these lysines
will hamper transcription because deacetylation increases
the charge of the GHC. Accordingly, recent experimental
genome-wide evidence suggests that acetylation of K56 of
histone H3 is necessary for efficient gene transcription
(73) in vivo. A similar observation has been made for
acetylation of K36 of H3 (74). Moreover, acetylation of
K56 also enables DNA replication and prevents epigenetic
silencing (17, 19), consistent with a looser state of the nucleosome acetylated at H3K56, as predicted by our model.
Conversely, deacetylation of K56 of histone H3 tightens
the nucleosome structure, thereby facilitating compaction
of heterochromatin (12). This finding is also consistent
with the predictions of our model: deacetylation of a site
in the GHC at physiological conditions increases its charge
by one unit, thus increasing the stability of the wrapped state
of the nucleosome (Fig. 3). Also consistent with the m odel is
the observation that acetylation of lysine 91 on histone H4
results in a disruption of the chromatin structure and
increases the system 's sensitivity to DNA damage and unsilences many genes near the telomeres (15). As further
evidence that these changes came primarily from the
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relative charge change, an experiment was conducted in
which H4K91 was replaced with a glutamine to mimic the
acetylated state and then replaced with an arginine to mimic
the original charged state. The mutant with the glutamine
showed similar phenotypes as the acetylated lysine and
the mutant with the arginine showed similar phenotypes to
the wild-type (nonacetylated lysine) (15). Another piece of
supporting, in vivo evidence comes from previous assays
on chicken erythrocytes showing that phosphorylation of
serine 28 (located in the GHC) destabilized the nucleosome
while phosphorylation of serine 10 (located on a tail) did not
appreciably affect the stability of the nucleosome. The same
study also showed that phosphorylation of serine 28 on the
H3 histone was predominantly in active/competent regions
of the chromatin (16), which is where one would expect
the DNA accessibility to be higher, with lower stability
of the associated nucleosomes. Finally, phosphorylation of
threonine 45 on the H3 residue has been associated with
DNA replication in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (75) and
with apoptosis in human neutrophil cells (76).
In addition to histone acetylation and phosphorylation,
other electrostatics-based mechanisms for changing the
nucleosome's stability may exist that are consistent with
our model. For example, small changes in ambient pH
around the physiological value may also have the desired
effect of altering the charge of the GHC. However, similar
to changing the ionic strength, this effect would be nonlocal
and therefore may only be suitable to controlling spatially
extended regions of chromatin rather than individual nucleosomes. To exert selective control at the level of individual
nucleosomes, one may consider a scenario in which a
charged protein binds to the exposed face of the nucleosome
GHC (Fig. 1), thereby loosening the structure. Recent experimental work has suggested such a mechanism (77,78).
Implications for nuc/eosome assembly

Our model can also give insight into how the nucleosome
assembly process might work. The process would begin
with the system initially being just outside the phase
boundary in the unwrapped state (Fig. 3). The nucleosome
would then be driven across the boundary to the wrapped
state by a gradual increase of the effective charge on its
histone core. Indirect evidence that in vivo systems may
need to use slow adjustment of the electrostatic interactions
to assemble the nucleosome comes from in vitro experiments where the process of reconstituting the nucleosomes
from free DNA and histone cores is based on gradually
turning on the electrostatic attraction between the core and
the DNA by slow dialysis from high salt down to physiological ionic strength (79). It is known that simply mixing the
components at physiological conditions results in improperly wrapped nucleosomes. This suggests a kinetic trap
brought on by strong electrostatic attraction that rapidly
brings the DNA and histone core together before the DNA
has a chance to properly wrap around the core. The trap is
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not unexpected, given the complex topology of the nucleosome structure and the depth of the folding funnel manifested by the high /lG of formation predicted by our
model. Assuming that such a trap also exists in vivo, gradual
turning on of the interactions through core charge increase
would be one way to circumvent it.
Although only a handful of in vivo studies have so far
investigated the link between charge state of the GHC and
chromatin assembly (13- 15), the observations made in these
works appear to be consistent with this model. For example,
acetylation of free histone H3 at lysine 56 promotes subsequent (replication-independent) chromatin assembly (13) ,
implying that the assembly process indeed starts with a lower
charge state of the GHC. At the same time, the existing
assembled chromatin is driven toward the disassembled state
by a decrease in the GHC charge via H3K56 acetylation (14);
recall that, according to our model, such decrease reduces the
stability of the wrapped state of the nucleosome.
Limitations of the model

We emphasize that within our model the simple and
straightforward relationship between changes in the charge
of the GHC and corresponding changes in the nucleosome's
stability holds only when the stability change llllG is dominated by the electrostatic contribution. This is likely to be
true for pointlike alterations such as acetylation and phosphorylation and protonation and may be possible for some
mutations, and even binding of some proteins to the exposed
surface of the nucleosome. At the same time, there are many
situations where this condition is not expected to hold.
PTMs that significantly affect the structure of the GHC
are one such example. Changes in amino-acid composition
that may accompany histone substitution with a variant
form, e.g., H2A ~ H2A .Z, may also bring about large
unknown changes in the nonelectrostatic component of the
total free energy. In the cases where there are large changes
in the nonelectrostatic component of the total free energy,
the model should not be expected to yield accurate predictions unless one can ac count for these changes.
The main conclusion of our study is that cells may utilize
the sensitivity of the nucleosome's stability to the charge of
the globular histone core (GHC) for effective loosening or
tightening of the structure when needed by specific biological processes. Given the dominant role of electrostatics in
the thermodynamic stability of the nucleosome, and agreement of our model's predictions with a variety of in vitro
and recent in vivo experiments focused on the role of
charge-altering PTMs of residues within the globular histone
core (such as H4K91, H3K36, H3K56, H3T45, and H3S28)
in various cellular functions, we believe that the proposed
electrostatics-based mechanism of its control is an important
one, although it is probably not the only one. We emphasize
that alternative explanations for the in vivo observations
cannot be completely excluded at this point. Although it
would be naive to expect a first-principles, physics-based
Biophysical Journal 99(5) 1577-1585
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model such as the one presented here to provide a comprehensive description of structure-function connections in the
nucleosome in vivo, the model may nevertheless be expected
to correctly describe the overall causal trends within its
bounds of applicability. As such, it may serve as a useful
general guide to experimentalists.
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